
 
Completely Satisfied Patient and Mom 

By: Carrie Koso 

“People will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget 

how you made them feel.” -Maya Angelou 

I start my story off with this very relevant quote because it encompasses my experience at the 

Hiawatha Community Hospital through my pregnancy and the wonderful birth of my son on 

August 16th 2018. I am a first-time mom and my experience in the OB unit throughout my entire 

pregnancy was nothing short of amazing. From our first appointment confirming our little 

miracle to the 23 hours of back labor and early morning delivery, I don’t have one bad thing to 

say. The thought of this hospital not being the place where I would deliver any future babies 

weighs heavily on my heart. The nurses I had while in labor were phenomenal and of course Dr. 

Julie Rosa was and is as equally wonderful. I always felt I had a voice and was never pushed in a 

direction I didn’t want to go. I knew that my choices were respected but that my health and my 

baby’s health still came first. I got to have the birthing experience that I wanted, and I felt 

supported from start to finish. The feeling that came over me when I stepped onto the OB floor 

and was told we were there until my baby boy made his debut was complete calmness. My 

husband and I were made very comfortable right away and we remained that way (well as 

much as a woman in labor can be) until we were discharged with our new little bundle of joy. 

The nurses worked tirelessly to keep me comfortable and help me work through my 

contractions. I wanted to have my baby without the use of pain meds if possible or as long as 

possible based on what was best for my progression. I felt completely supported in this decision 

and towards the end when I finally caved to meds, much to the relief of my husband and 

nurses, I wasn’t treated like a failure or any less of a woman. At 3:31 in the morning on August 

16th, 2018 my son came into the world and stole my heart. I knew throughout my whole 

pregnancy that I had my heart set on breastfeeding. My nurses we absolutely wonderful in 

helping me to get comfortable with positions that were best for my son to promote a good 

strong latch. We had some difficulty in the beginning, but babies do not come out knowing 

exactly what to do, they must learn too. The birthing classes put on by many of the same staff 

members that aided in our delivery taught me how to be patient with my new baby and to just 

keep trying. If breastfeeding was my true goal, we would figure it out together and we did. 

After the birth of my son the staff on the OB unit continued to be everything we needed. Not 

only did they provide the best care for me and my son, but they also looked after my husband. I 

really appreciated that. We chose to not have any visitors while we were in the hospital, and 

the staff did a wonderful job respecting that decision. The day we were discharged I felt fully 

confident in taking charge of the new life I had created. Without the staff and Hiawatha 

Community Hospital I highly doubt we would have had dare I day true “tender-loving care” like 



 
we did. The support never ceased, and I wouldn’t have wanted to give birth anywhere else. We 

live in Falls City, Nebraska therefore I do not get to cast my vote and help make decisions to 

benefit this hospital. I do get to use my voice and encourage others who do have the capability 

to vote to do so. I hope my POSITIVE story will help support this cause and keep Hiawatha 

Community Hospital open and intact. Small community hospitals are rare gems, they must 

strive for progress not perfection. Growth is often uncomfortable and messy, but it is still 

completely necessary! 


